1 A preliminary survey of the fragments catalogued at the Institute of Microfilmed Hebrew Manuscripts (IMHM) of the Jewish National and University Library ( JNUL) indicates that roughly 25% of its entries can be categorized as liturgical and another 25% as Biblical; however, since many liturgical entries refer to more than one leaf, the proportion of liturgical content may actually be greater than the Biblical material.
2 Many Ma zor manuscripts contain catch phrases in lieu of the full version of statutory prayers, since the azan and the community were expected to know those prayers from memory.
Stadtbibliothek zu Trier". 3 The only traces of this search that remain are files of detached fragments, often without clear indication of the volumes where they were found, 4 and corresponding publications by Bassfreund. No further record of the non-liturgical findings exists.
The Trier fragments provide a paradigm for the theoretical, methodological and analytical questions that contemporary research into liturgical fragments entails, because of the fundamental soundness of the model for analysis that Bassfreund developed, as presented in his publications. His approach remains pertinent, despite the passage of time. Unfortunately his work has been nearly forgotten, notwithstanding its relevance for scholars during the past century.
5
Bassfreund ascribed the one hundred thirteen and a half liturgical fragments from Trier to five different manuscripts, according to the dimensions of the (original) page, the number of lines per page and the style of its script. These manuscripts each belong to Minhag Tsarfat. Bassfreund assigned the fragments as follows: thirty-seven to Ma zor 1; fifty-three to Ma zor 2; twelve to Ma zor 3; two to Ma zor 4; and, nine and a half to Ma zor 5. By 1965, when Ernst Róth was analyzing Hebrew manuscripts in Germany, several additional leaves had been found in the Trier Stadtbibliothek: one belonging to Bassfreund's Ma zor 2, and two to Ma zor 3. 6 Two more leaves from Bass freund's Ma zor 2 have also been identified in volumes that remain at the
